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Abstract

We develop techniques with general applicability in searching for low

dimensional chaotic behavior in non�uniformly sampled time series data�

This is done through the analysis of a speci�c example� viz� post�collapse

core oscillations in globular star cluster evolution� Using simulation data

from a Fokker�Planck model that includes energy input from binaries

formed in three�body interactions� we present evidence for a bifurcation

sequence leading to a low dimensional chaotic attractor� We show state

space portraits of the attractor reconstructed in three dimensions and cal�

culate a correlation dimension for each� For every value of the total star

number in the range Ns � ��� � ���� we calculate a positive Lyapunov

exponent� which suggests deterministic chaos�

� Introduction

The study of chaos has drawn signi�cant attention recently in the analysis of
dynamical systems� Our goal is to demonstrate the power of several di�erent
statistics and techniques in analyzing an astrophysical data set arising from the
simulation of globular cluster dynamical evolution� Many of these techniques
have been developed under the assumption that time series measurements are at

�This paper was accepted for publication in Astrophysical Journal on February �� �����

�
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regularly spaced intervals� However� astrophysical data sets often fail to satisfy
this condition� In fact� for the data set considered here� the simulation time step
can vary by a factor of ���� This causes special problems� for which we develop
modi�ed techniques that may have a wide range of applications in astrophysical
time series analysis�

��� Globular Cluster Core Oscillations

Over the past three decades� studies of globular cluster dynamical evolution
have demonstrated that	 
�� energy transport through gravitational scatterings
among single stars produces a collapse of cluster cores to small size and high den�
sity� and 
�� energy release from superelastic scatterings involving compact bina�
ries will eventually halt this collapse and drive a reexpansion of cluster cores 
for
reviews see Spitzer ����� Elson� Hut� � Inagaki ������ and Hut et al� �������
Sugimoto and Bettwieser 
����� �rst showed that this expansion is unstable
to large�amplitude �gravothermal� oscillations of the core structure with an
apparently chaotic nature� As discussed by Cohn et al� 
������ core oscilla�
tions are now a well�established feature of Fokker�Planck simulations of post�
collapse cluster evolution with binary heating� independent of the particular for�
mation mechanism considered � primordial binary formation� two�body tidal
capture� or three�body interactions� In all simulations� the behavior of the
oscillations has appeared chaotic when the total number of stars represented
by the model exceeds Ns � ��� � ��� 
cf� Goodman ����� Cohn et al� �����
Cohn� Hut� � Wise ����� Heggie � Ramamani ����� Takahashi � Inagaki �����
Gao et al� �������

We have previously investigated the onset of chaotic behavior in core os�
cillations empirically by carrying out an extensive set of Fokker�Planck simu�
lations of cluster evolution with Ns varying over the range � � ��� � � � ���


Breeden� Cohn� � Hut ������� We observed what appears to be a classic bi�
furcation sequence as Ns is systematically increased from �� ��� to ���� ����
with the onset of fully chaotic behavior at the upper end of this range� This
study� which was performed using the Cray X�MP��� at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications 
NCSA�� produced a large data set of time
series measurements of the cluster core structure parameters� The present work
focuses on analyzing this data set� using results from the theory of nonlinear
dynamics�

In section � we brie�y review the numerical methods employed to generate
the data and discuss the selection of the most appropriate time variable for
the current study� In section � we present phase portraits of the dynamics for
various values of Ns� Also� statistics are computed that give strong evidence for

a chaotic attractor for Ns
�
� �������� In section � we compare these results with

those for the R�ossler attractor� a well known chaotic system� The implications
of these results for the study of globular star clusters are discussed in section �
and applied to questions of numerical accuracy in section ��
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� Numerical Methods

The present work is based upon the direct Fokker�Planck method with the inclu�
sion of binary formation via three�body interactions 
Cohn ������� The energy
input from binary formations is treated by including an energy source term rep�
resenting the binary star formation rate and the energy input per binary� This
method is a highly idealized treatment of the formation and ejection of real bi�
naries� Nevertheless� it produces signi�cant complexity in the global dynamics
of the cluster even though the stochasticity of the binaries is ignored�

Since it is assumed that binaries are �instantaneously� ejected from the clus�
ter following formation� the binary distribution is not tracked� Thus� any mass
loss due to ejection of binaries or the stars involved in star�binary interactions is
ignored� Mass loss from the system occurs only through the gradual evaporation
of the halo which is represented numerically with a perfectly absorbing outer
boundary on the energy grid for the single star distribution function�

� Post�collapse Evolution of Globular Clusters

In general� binary�driven� post�collapse globular cluster evolution is character�
ized by a smooth expansion of the halo and a comparatively rapid oscillation of
the core� In �g� �� note that for Ns � �� ��� 
the value of Ns previously stud�
ied by Cohn� Hut� � Wise ������� only the innermost �� of the cluster mass is
signi�cantly a�ected by the post�collapse oscillations�

The post�collapse phase of cluster evolution has been described as consisting
of two stages 
Breeden� Cohn� � Hut ������� After the reversal of the initial
collapse� the core exhibits linear oscillations of increasing amplitude and period�
The growth of the period is due to the gradual expansion of the cluster which
tends to increase all intrinsic time scales of the global dynamics� After a time
which depends upon the initial mass of the system� the core then enters a stage
of nonlinear oscillations� As �rst demonstrated by H�enon 
������ the half�
mass radius of the cluster expands asymptotically as rh � t���� All time scales
increase in direct proportion to t� To demonstrate the self�similar nature of
post�collapse expansion� all subsequent graphs will be plotted against log
t�trh��
where trh is the initial value of the half�mass relaxation time�
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��� State Space Reconstructions

The goal of generating a state space representation is to better visualize the es�
sential features of the system s dynamics
cf� Breeden � Packard ������� Given
the underlying power�law expansion of the system� it is useful to de�ne de�
trended state variables� i�e� structure parameters that have been transformed
to remove the secular time evolution� Goodman 
����� presents a plot of de�
trended central density 
���� versus detrended core velocity dispersion 
��c� as
calculated from an integration of the structure equations for the conducting gas
sphere model of a star cluster� 
Throughout this paper� detrended variables will
be indicated with a prime notation��

To create a state space reconstruction and thus identify an attractor� the
data �rst required detrending� The accompanying plots of �� vs� t�trh in �g� �
show the e�ects of the initial core collapse and the long term e�ects of the halo
expansion� The initial collapse may be viewed as a transient� decaying in time
as the system settles onto the nonlinear post�collapse phase� The duration of
this transient depends strongly upon Ns� For Ns � ��� ��� 
�g� �g�� the e�ects
of this transient can be seen up to t � ��� trh before �nally settling onto a
periodic orbit� As Ns is increased� the duration of the transient stage decreases
rapidly to less than � trh after core collapse for Ns � ���� The decay time
of this transient can depend strongly upon certain code parameters� section ��
This e�ect is unimportant for the current study�

The expansion of the halo can also be dealt with in a straightforward manner�
As is apparent in the �� vs� t�trh plots in �g� �� these reductions in oscillation
amplitude can be well represented as a power law� In fact� the coe!cients of
this power law are constant in Ns�

��
t� � ���
t� t
����

�c
t� � ��c
t� t
����� 
��

both independent of Ns� where ���
t� and ��c
t� have stationary mean values�
These results are also in good agreement with those of Goodman� Using eqs� ��
the data was then treated as a signal riding on top of a power law background�

Using the Fokker�Planck data� state space coordinates su!cient to embed the
dynamics were selected� The embedding dimension of a system is the minimum
number of coordinates necessary to represent the dynamics such that none of the
trajectories cross" the system is then deterministic� As is apparent in Goodman s
plot� two coordinates are insu!cient to embed the dynamics� When a three�
dimensional embedding is considered� however� an attractor can be resolved�
Shown in �g� � is a series of reconstructions for various values of Ns� The axes
shown represent ���� ��c� and the dimensionless rate of change of the central
density�

� � tro
d ln ��

dt
� 
��
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tro is the current central relaxation time� The � coordinate required no such
detrending� The coordinates chosen are su!cient to embed the attractor� but
are not the only possible choices 
Breeden � Packard �������

����� Attractor Bifurcation Sequence

We can immediately make certain observations from the state space reconstruc�
tions� The �rst is simply that an attractor is very clearly present for all values
of Ns� i�e� the dynamics are deterministic in these variables� The second is that
as Ns increases� the attractor undergoes a series of period doublings typical of a

transition to chaos� For Ns
�
� �� ���� there are no post�collapse oscillations and

correspondingly� the attractor is a stable �xed point� For �� ���
�
� Ns

�
� ��� ����

the attractor becomes a simple periodic orbit� When ��� ���
�
� Ns

�
� ��� ���� the

attractor is period two� Around Ns � ��� ��� the attractor bifurcates again� and
by Ns � ��� ��� it has already become apparently aperiodic� The Ns values of
the transition points in the bifurcation sequence were not precisely determined
due to computational constraints�

After the apparent loss of periodicity� the attractor continues to evolve with
increasing Ns� Figure � shows the attractor for Ns � ��� ��� under three dif�
ferent projections� This shows that the attractor consists primarily of a shallow
bowl region where one side has been twisted into a funnel� The mixing caused
by this funnel is a typical method by which chaos can be produced� For higher
values of Ns� the funnel becomes much more twisted and the sides of the bowl
region separate into multiple sheets� Figure �p shows that for Ns � �� ��� the
bowl is split into at least two di�erent bands� In section ���� note that there are
at least three di�erent bands present�

At �rst glance the attractor portrait for Ns � ��� may seem surprising in
the context of nearby Ns portraits� In fact� the presence of periodic windows
within the chaotic region of parameter space is a common feature of bifurcation
diagrams 
May ������� and do not indicate error in the numerical scheme� It
is quite probable that other windows of higher period exist� but those windows
would likely be more narrow in Ns�space and the scan in Ns would have been
too coarse to locate them� More will be said about these periodic windows in
reference to numerical accuracy in section ��

����� Dynamical Features of the Attractor

For the state space portraits� we can identify the physical processes occurring
at various points in the �ow� In �g� �� the major features present in all the state
space reconstructions of �g� � are labeled�

Fig� � shows the dynamics for Ns � ��� ���� For larger Ns values� the region
of self�similar expansion splits into multiple sheets� As the cluster evolves along
a given trajectory� it accelerates and collapses toward the �xed point present
in the self�similar expansion solutions� This �xed point is unstable in �g� �� so
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the cluster only brie�y spirals about it� corresponding to the very short time
oscillations observed in the central density� Finally� the cluster is ejected into
the �Isothermal Expansion� section after which it begins another cycle� For
portraits which seem to show chaos� such as �g� �� these orbits will not be
closed� causing the temporal data sequences to appear random�

��� Dimensional Analysis

One of the tools most commonly applied to the study of potentially chaotic data
is the dimension calculation� There exist several di�erent measures of dimension

Kolmogoro� capacity dimension� information dimension 
Shannon ������� and
correlation dimension to name the primary ones�� and none has been shown to be
more insightful than the rest� The correlation dimension � 
Grassberger � Procaccia �������
is computed here for a variety of Ns values� Grassberger and Procaccia de�ne
� via the relation

C
r� � r� 
��

for small r� where C
r� is the number of points in a data set lying within a dis�
tance r of a given point x� and averaging over all x�� For non�uniformly sampled
data such as ours� this statistic can still be applied 
Breeden � Packard �������
However� the dimension calculation can be improved by modifying the expres�
sion for C
r�� We can make C
r� the amount of time the trajectory is within a
distance r of a point x�� again averaging over all x�� For physical systems� this
kind of scaling is typically true only for a certain range of r� so a power law is
�t to a plot of C
r� vs� r to extract the value of ��

When the correlation dimension is calculated� normally one would embed
the attractor in ever higher dimensions until � is seen to converge� This is
commonly used as a means of computing the proper embedding dimension for a
data set� This procedure is most easily performed by choosing delay coordinates
for the state space variables� i�e� using

fx
t�� x
t# 	��� x
t # 	��� � � � � x
t # 	n���g 
��

to de�ne a point in the n�dimensional state space� Since the data is strongly
unevenly distributed in time� this approach is impractical� We are also severely
limited by the amount of data available for some values of Ns� For Ns 
 ������
the full data set may represent only a dozen or so full orbits in the state space�
This is a marginal covering� at best� even for as few as three dimensions� For
these reasons� we compute � only for an embedding dimension of three using
the variables displayed in the reconstructions in �g� �� Since this does appear to
be the proper embedding dimension for our attractor� � should be fairly close
to its true value�

After calculating � for various Ns� we obtain results commensurate with our

expectations� �g� �� For Ns
�
� ��� ���� � � ���� which is the expected value for

a periodic orbit 
a line should have � � ��� The small deviation above � for all
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of these values can be explained by the slight ribbon�like appearance of these
orbits� This is due to long term residue of the initial transient and small errors
in �tting� and thus should not be considered a real feature of the attractor�

For larger Ns� � increases to � � ���� implying that the attractor is now
more reminiscent of a surface in state space� � � �� The exception is� of course�
Ns � ��� where the periodic window occurs� While non�integer values for � are
common among chaotic attractors� one must remember that � is not a measure
of chaos or determinism� but rather a purely topological measurement� As with
the bifurcation sequence observed previously� these results are consistent with
known systems displaying a transition to chaos� but none of this constitutes a
proof of deterministic chaos�

��� Lyapunov Exponents

The most important question to be answered is� �Do the post�collapse oscilla�
tions of a globular cluster represent a low�dimensional� deterministic� chaotic
system$� From the topological studies of section ��� and section ���� we can
conclude that the system does appear to be deterministic in a low�dimensional
embedding� For evidence of chaos� Lyapunov exponents are utilized� which
measure the rate of separation of nearby orbits�

����� Methods of Computing Lyapunov Exponents

To review Lyapunov exponents� consider a simple ��dimensional system

xn�� � f
xn�� 
��

Take 
x�� y�� to be two nearby initial points in the state space 
R�� and let

xn � fn
x��� yn � fn
y��� 
��

If these points diverge exponentially with n� then

jyn � xnj � jy� � x�j exp
�n� 
� � ��� 
��

In the limits jy� � x�j � � and n��� we obtain the result

� � lim
n��

�

n
lim

jy��x�j��
log

�
jyn � xnj

jy� � x�j

�

� lim
n��

�

n

nX
j	�

log

����df
xj�

dxj

���� 
��

where � is the Lyapunov exponent� This quantity is often calculated using
log� since � is then in units of bits of information� 
For an introduction� see
Jackson �������
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The Lyapunov exponent is a measure of the local rate of spreading� aver�
aged over the actual trajectory of the system� There are three possibilities for �	
� 
 �� the system is periodic" � � �� marginally stable" and � � �� chaotic� For
any system� there are as many Lyapunov exponents as embedding dimensions�
In three dimensions� the possible spectra of Lyapunov exponents for stable dy�
namical systems are 
using # for � � �� � for � 
 �� and � for � � ��	 
#� �����
a chaotic attractor" 
�� ����� a two�torus" 
������� a limit cycle" and 
�������
a �xed point� There can be no more than one � � � in a stable ��dimensional
system�

Measuring the Lyapunov exponents of an experimental data set 
or our sim�
ulated data� poses several di!culties� The most immediate is that the spreading
described by the Lyapunov exponents need not be directed along the axes� or any
other standard coordinate system� Wolf et al� ����� describe a generic method
for computing the positive Lyapunov exponents of an n�dimensional system�
This method is not capable of calculating any value for which � 	 ��

����� Lyapunov Exponents of Cluster Data

Drawing upon the topological similarities between the cluster attractor and the
R�ossler attractor� one can assume that any � � � would correspond to radial
spreading� To extract this information� the attractor was projected such that
the shallow bowl region appeared planar� �gs� �a and �a� Then a cut was made
from the topological center of the attractor radially outward 
as shown�� The
crossings of the orbits along this cut were used to construct a Poincar�e next
return map� �gs� �b and �b�

Fortunately for Ns 
 � � ���� this map is one�to�one and can be �t by a
simple polynomial� Using the original de�nition� we can then approximate � by

� �
�

n

nX
j	�

log�

����df
xj�

dxj

���� 
��

However� recognize that � computed in this manner quanti�es the average
spreading rate per iteration� To make � a measure of the average spreading
per unit time� we need to incorporate the time required for each iteration� To
accomplish this� a map of time to next return� Tn�� vs� xn� is used� also in
�g� �b� Obviously� Tn�� is not constant� but it does have a simple functional
form

Tn�� � g
xn�� 
���

Thus� we can weight our measure of orbital spreading by the time spent at a
given location as

� �
�

T

nX
j	�

log�

����df
xj�

dxj

���� g
xj�� 
���
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where

T �
nX

j	�

g
xj�� 
���

For g
xn� � constant� this reduces to the previous de�nition� eq� �� The �
thus calculated will satisfy

jy
t� � x
t�j � jy
t��� x
t��j exp
�t�� 
���

Eq� �� was used to compute the positive Lyapunov exponent for various Ns�
In cases where the attractor is periodic� this type of analysis is not possible� The
Poincar�e return map does not contain enough points with which to choose an
appropriate f
xn�� Regardless� since these are stable periodic orbits� we know
that all the � 	 ��

Figure �b shows a return map characteristic of Ns � � � ���� This map
shows a multi�sheeted structure which may be attributed to the layering of the
bowl region described previously� By �tting the points on each of the sheets
separately and then using the procedure described above� we can still calculate
approximate values for �� �g� ��

The �rst thing to note about these results is that � � � for each of the
Ns for which the attractor was not periodic� These � s must be considered as
lower limits on the actual values� since we are measuring the spreading only in
the radial direction� As Ns increases from ��� � ��� to � � ���� � increases�
which is a common occurrence in chaotic systems� Equally interesting is the
fact that � then decreases with Ns for Ns � �� ���� This might be explained
by the time weighting present in the Lyapunov exponent calculations� As Ns

becomes very large� the greatest spreading of nearby orbits occurs in the regions
of the attractor where the trajectories spend the least time� thus the small time
averaged values for �� Also� more of the spreading is undoubtedly occurring
perpendicular to our cut� Clearly� for large Ns� �g� �p� the sheeted structure
becomes much more complex� This observation is further supported by the cor�
relation dimension calculations� �g� � indicating a less planar structure� Thus�
the spreading may no longer be purely radial� and the radial return map used�
�gs� � � �� would provide only a partial measure of the spreading� Even so� the
� s are su!cient to show that this does appear to be a chaotic attractor�

� Comparisons with the R�ossler Attractor

At this point� it may be informative to compare these results with studies of a
well know chaotic system as represented by the R�ossler attractor� The R�ossler
attractor was one of several nonlinear systems found in the �eld of nonlinear
electronics by R�ossler ������ The choice of this system is due purely to the
gross topological similarities it shares with the cluster attractor�
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The R�ossler attractor may be described by a series of three coupled ordinary
di�erential equations	

%x � �
y # z�

%y � x # ay 
���

%z � b # xz � cz

In practice� all three of the parameters a� b� and c may be varied� but we have
chosen a � ������ b � ����� and c was left as the control parameter� By varying
c alone� we can produce a period�doubling bifurcation sequence� �g� � very much
like that shown for the cluster attractor� �g� ��

Topologically� the R�ossler attractor has the same disk�funnel structure visible
in the cluster attractor� In �g� �� however� the disk region is truly planar and
the funnel is much less complex� For the larger values of c� this disk has multiple
sheets as well� The cluster attractor is not identical to the R�ossler attractor and
cannot be described exactly by eqs� ��� The R�ossler attractor is discussed here
merely for the purposes of visual comparison� and to show that the topology of
our attractor is not uncommon in the realm of nonlinear dynamics�

� Numerical Accuracy of Cluster Simulations

Since it is shown in section ����� that the post�collapse oscillations for Ns
�
�

��� ��� are described by a chaotic system� we need to address questions on
the numerical accuracy of these simulations� The two sources of error which
must be considered are round�o� error and error associated with a discrete
integration scheme� Round�o� error is generated as a result of the �nite ac�
curacy available with a computer� This is a random error and can appear
as a blurring of orbits which would otherwise be precise� Since a chaotic at�
tractor ampli�es noise� this has the potential of altering the calculated trajec�
tory Hammel� Yorke� � Grebogi ����� Grebogi� Ott� � Yorke ������ Simulta�
neously tending to counter�balance this e�ect is the fact that we do appear to
have a chaotic attractor� Such an attractor has� by de�nition� a certain basin of
attraction� Therefore� so long as the errors do not exceed the basin of attrac�
tion� the global dynamics should represent those of the attractor� even if the
calculated orbit is not a true orbit� The ���bit precision of the Cray is evidently
su!cient to avoid excessive round�o� error in these simulations�

Error derived from a discrete integration scheme is of greater concern due to
the past history of this investigation� It is fundamentally di�erent from round�
o� error in that it is systematic rather than random� It is manifested di�erently�
as well� It was observed previously Breeden� Cohn� � Hut ����� that when the
number of energy grids� ne� and the number of radial grids� nr� were larger
and the integration time step� t� was smaller� the dynamics appeared to be
converging� The behavior for ne � nr � ��� and t � tr���� was very similar
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to that of the present calculations using ne � nr � ��� and t � tr� 
these were
chosen due to computational constraints�� In general� the initial transient was
found to decay more rapidly under higher numerical precision� Since oscillations
in�uenced by the initial collapse were excluded from the reconstructions� this
has little e�ect upon the results�

Also� it was observed that the post�collapse oscillations were �out of phase�
with those of the less precise simulations for both large and small Ns�

This is also a minor concern in the study of the attractor since the underlying
dynamics were unchanged�

Another possible e�ect which was not observed can be illustrated by again
comparing with the R�ossler attractor� The calculations shown in �g� � represent
a numerical integration of eq� �� using a fourth�order Runge�Kutta method with
a �xed time step� t � ���� for �g� �� To examine the bifurcation sequence of
the R�ossler attractor� it was projected onto the x & y plane and a cut made
along the �'x axis� just as described in section ������ Then� the radius at which
the orbit crossed the �'x axis was plotted versus the parameter c� �g� �� This
gives a very clean view of the bifurcation sequence of eq� ��� One can identify
the stable �xed point going through a series of period�doublings to chaos and
then the appearance of several periodic windows�

The di�erence between �gs� �a � b is the integration time step used� t �
���� for �g� �a and t � ����� for �g� �b� The primary features revealed in �g� �a
are still present in �g� �b� but have shifted in c� As we continue to decrease t�
this sequence should continue to converge to the true limiting behavior�

As noted by Breeden� Cohn� � Hut 
����� for globular cluster evolution
simulations� the exact details of any core oscillation time sequence depend on
the time step size� even when the time step size is small� However� provided

that t
�
� tro� the essential character of the oscillations remains unchanged as

the time step is further reduced� By analogy with the results for the R�ossler
attractor� the e�ect of reducing the time step size should be to shift the bi�
furcation points by small amounts in Ns� Therefore� the reconstructions in
�g� � are probably indicative of the system s limiting behavior under perfect
computational precision� All of these e�ects taken together indicate that it is
probably not possible to predict the precise long�term evolution of a given star
cluster model� However one can describe with some certainty the global features
of the dynamics and bifurcations of the model� and thus describe the general
evolutionary behavior of the model�

� Conclusion

The existence of a chaotic attractor may be taken as evidence that core oscilla�
tions represent a global� nonlinear mode rather than simply the response of the
cluster core to a stochastic series of individual binary formation and interaction
events� In the latter case� state space trajectories would appear nondeterminis�
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tic and there would be no chaotic attractor� Nonlinear dynamics theory can be
used to compare the results of di�erent simulations of globular cluster evolution
with binaries� e�g� Fokker�Planck and direct N �body integrations� Because of
the chaotic nature of the oscillations� detailed comparisons of oscillation time
series are not useful� Slightly di�erent initial conditions lead to exponentially
divergent trajectories for a chaotic system� However� two di�erent simulations
can be shown to be essentially equivalent by demonstrating that they converge
to nearly the same chaotic attractor�

In comparing our globular cluster models to observations of cluster structure�
one of the measurable quantities available is the cluster core radius� rc� From
�g� �� we note that at any given time� the probability of observing a cluster in
state of maximal collapse is small� Therefore� it is most appropriate to compare
observations of cluster structure to that predicted by the model during the
times when the core radius is near a local maximum� In order to correctly
predict the behavior of the cluster during these phases� it is necessary to use

small integration time steps 
t
�
� tro�� The use of much larger time steps to

average over oscillations� as done in some previous studies� overestimates the
time�averaged central density� ��� by as much as two orders of magnitude 
see
�g� �k�� and thus signi�cantly underestimates the core radius�

It is clear that the post�collapse phase of globular cluster dynamics must be
considered in a fully nonlinear form� This paper has attempted to demonstrate
various aspects of this nonlinearity� The most surprising feature of this analysis
is the fact that we were able to embed the dynamics deterministically in just
three dimensions� In the numerical simulations� we actually have thousands
of degrees of freedom� but only three degrees are necessary to describe the
dynamics( From this reconstructed attractor� we were able to demonstrate a
bifurcation sequence similar to that discussed by Heggie � Ramamani 
������
Also� a minimum value for a Lyapunov exponent was computed to support the

statement that for Ns
�
� ��� ���� the dynamics are in general chaotic� This is an

important result in that it provides a possible explanation for the topological
stability� the numerical sensitivity of short time details� and the growth of those
deviations with time� section ��

Allen � Heggie 
����� have developed a model �gravothermal oscillator�
which consists of three ordinary di�erential equations that describe the evo�
lution of the core of an idealized star cluster with three�body binary heating�
The choice of a three�equation model was partly motivated by a preliminary
report of our demonstration of the existence of a chaotic attractor in a three�
dimensional state space reconstruction of our time series data� Their approach
is largely based on thermodynamic considerations� Their analysis of the solu�
tions of the model demonstrates a bifurcation sequence leading to chaos� The
model does have some shortcomings such as a limited basin of entrainment 
lack
of robustness to initial conditions� and a lack of a density evolution prediction

the dependent variables are characteristic temperatures�� Also� they did not
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compute Lyapunov exponents for comparison with ours� 
Di�erent state space
reconstructions of the same attractor still have a comparable largest Lyapunov
exponent�� Nonetheless� this work represents a fruitful interaction between a
high�dimensional continuum simulation and a low�dimensional physical theory�
In future work� we intend to use the technique of Breeden � H�ubler 
����� to
reconstruct a system of ordinary di�erential equations directly from the simu�
lated data� Hopefully� this will indicate useful extensions of Allen � Heggie s
model� spurring further theoretical development�

Utilizing simulated data on globular star cluster evolution� we have demon�
strated how techniques currently under development in the �eld of nonlinear
dynamics may be applied to interesting astrophysical systems� These methods
are not so well re�ned that they may be applied blindly� Rather� much care must
be taken in analyzing the results� In particular� various dimension calculations
have been frequently misused in recent years as a method of demonstrating
chaos� where these should correctly be used only as a measure of topology 
to
indicate the embedding dimension� and not of dynamics� However� keeping in
mind the inherent limitations of these techniques� they can prove to be vital
tools in the analysis of otherwise intractable data�
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Figure �	 Evolution of radii r
M� containing �xed fractions of the cluster mass

solid curves�� and the core radius rc 
dashed curve�� Mass fractions shown are
����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� and ���� This plot is for Ns � �� ����

Figure �	 Time series for the central density �� in units of the initial half�mass
relaxation time� This is followed by the corresponding state space reconstruc�
tion using ��� the detrended central density� ��c the detrended central velocity
dispersion� and � the time rate of change of the central density� These projec�
tions were made by �rst rotating about ��c by ���� and then about the new
'x by ��� and the new 'y by ����� Any coarseness visible in these plots is due
entirely to computer storage limitations� Fig� 
b� was detrended� but the initial
transient was not removed� Fig� 
k� also shows 
dashed line� the identical cal�
culation without using the dynamically adjusted integration time step present
in all the other calculations� Most of the attractor plots lack axis lables� This
was done so as to avoid obscuring the topology� Furthermore� scale information
is best obtained from the left column �gures because of the rotation used in the
attractor plots� The attractor plots are intended simply to show bifurcations in
the topology�

Figure �	 Three projections of the attractor for Ns � ��� ��� a� ��� & ��c� b� ��� & ��
and c� ��c & ��

Figure �	 A diagram of the attractor for Ns � ��� ���� These labels also apply
to the phase space portraits for di�erent Ns values in Fig� �� Note that the label
�Isothermal Expansion� indicates the isothermal expansion phase during which
an isothermal region develops at the center of the cluster and expands outward�

Figure �	 A plot of the correlation dimension� �� and the Lyapunov exponent�
�� each versus Ns� Both � and � as shown are lower limits for those values�
Values of � 
 � could not be calculated via the described procedure� and are
thus set to zero to indicate a lack of exponential spreading�

Figure �	 Plots used to compute the Lyapunov exponent for spreading of nearby
orbits in the shallow�bowl regions for Ns � ��� ���� Figure 
a� shows the pro�
jection used and Figure 
b� is the Poincar�e next return map� Radius of next
return and time to next return are both plotted� The dashed line in 
a� is the
cut used for the calculations�

Figure �	 As in �g� �� but for Ns � ������ Time to next return is not indicated
in 
b�� but was utilized in Lyapunov exponent calculations�
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Figure �	 x�y projections for the R�ossler attractor	 a � ������ b � ����� and a�
c � ���� b� c � ���� c� c � ���� d� c � ���� e� c � ���� and f� c � �����

Figure �	 Plots of the bifurcation sequence for the disk of the R�ossler attractor�
This is graphed as the radius of the orbit when crossing the �'x axis vs� c�
For each value of c� ��� orbits were calculated� These �gures use a maximum
integration time step of a� t � ���� and b� t � ������ The values of c range
from � to ���


